Get a competitive edge
withintelligence from
MARKET LENS
It’s all about context – the more you have, the smarter your distribution game plan
will be. Market Lens gives managers line of sight into the broader context of the
institutional marketplace with intelligence on:
What investors are thinking

What consultants are saying

What competitors are selling

(from allocation targets
to fee discounts)

(from which strategies they

(how they’re pitching

favor to which managers

their products)

they recommend)

USE MARKET LENS TO

ABOUT THE DATA
•

700+ Public Pension Funds

•

8,000+ US Private Retirement
and Multi-employer Plan Sponsors

•

6,500+ Foundation and
Endowments

•

3,000+ US Insurance Companies

 now who’s recommending you… and who isn’t.
K
Get in front of changing consultant sentiment to ensure you
retain t he clients that already invest with you.

•

7,000+ Managers

•

100,000+ Documents

Anticipate replacement opportunities.
Track competitor products that have been downgraded by 
consultants to initiate conversations about your strategy.

Learn more about getting a
competitive edge with
Market Lens:

Identify future opportunities.
Know which investors commit to the investment strategies
you have to offer and gain line of sight into which are
planning to adjust their targets in favor of your strategies in
the future.
 lan fee negotiations.
P
Use data on the actual fees investors are paying to set your
negotiation range.

solutions@evestment.com

The power of

MARKET LENS
Technical Brief
eVestment Market Lens is the one-stop shop for institutional investment intelligence, with insights on the
investment activity of 19,000+ public pensions, endowments and foundations, private retirement plans, and
insurance companies in the U.S., U.K., Canada and Australia. This includes intelligence on manager rosters, key
professional contact data, early indicators of coming mandates and more.

Capabilities
Mandates
Market Lens includes intelligence on thousands of mandates, with an average of 40 added each week. Importantly,
this includes early intelligence on allocation changes and other plan decisions that point to potential mandates
before they’re actually announced. Market Lens also allows you to track searches that are formally underway or
completed to understand the competition and the ultimate selection process. The “follow” feature ensures you’re
automatically alerted when something happens in a search you’re monitoring.

The power of

MARKET LENS
Investor Screen
Identify mandate opportunities by filtering the Market Lens’ investor universe based on target vs. actual allocation
to find those underweight to your strategy. Dive into an investors’ profile to learn more about their current roster to
assess competition and get the intel you need to start a conversation.
With over 300,000 investor to manager strategy relationships in the Market Lens platform, filter by your preferred
criteria for identifying potential investors.

The power of

MARKET LENS
Consultant, Investor and Manager Profiles
Dig deep into the network of relationships among consultants, investors and managers.

Consultant Profiles

View client lists and key professionals as well as product ratings to how the firm is evaluating manager strategies
and who it’s recommending to clients. See the products consultants are rating as buy, hold, sell, recommend or not
recommend. Monitor consultant watch list activity.

Investor Profiles

View current and target allocations, manager rosters and performance. Also see lists of key professional for both
board and staff.

Manager Profiles

Access client lists, ratings, and performance. Track mandates associated with an individual manager to understand
who’s being terminated, winning mandates or participating in an active search.

The power of

MARKET LENS
Documented Intelligence
The Market Lens document library aggregates over 100,000 documents obtained through filings and information
requests. With each mandate and data point tied to a source you can access, you gain greater confidence in the
information you rely on. Filter by document type – from allocation studies to manager presentations, fee disclosures
to consultant recommendations – and subscribe to daily notifications that alert you when new documents that
match your saved search criteria are added to the library. Filter documents by investor, consultant, geography,

Recommendations & Ratings
Understand which managers are being recommended, which are being watch-listed and how managers are being
rated by consultants. Subscribe to alerts to be automatically notified when recommendations or ratings are added
that match the criteria you define.

To request a tour of Market Lens, contact solutions@evestment.com.

